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New research highlights continued growth in the number of people using leveraged 
trading products in the UK 
 
 
KEY FINDINGS OF THE INVESTMENT TRENDS 2012 UK LEVERAGED TRADING REPORT: 
 

 104,000 people use financial spread betting and/or contracts for difference (CFDs) in the UK, up from 
98,000 in 2011 

 The number of new traders entering the market has fallen 

 More people trade foreign exchange (FX) than in 2011; the majority use spread betting and/or CFDs  
to do so 

 The large become even larger – IG Group consolidates its lead  

 CMC Markets starts to emerge as clear number two provider for frequent spread betters 

 The usage of social trading sites is limited 
 

 

 
UK spread betting and contracts for difference trader numbers break 100,000 in a difficult market 
environment 
 

92,000 people used financial spread betting in the 12 months to July 2012—a net increase of 4,000 (or 5%) from a 

year earlier. The CFD trader numbers shrunk by 1,000 from 26,000—back to the level seen in October 2010. 104,000 

UK residents traded at least one of the two products, up from 98,000 last year. 
 
Based on an in-depth study of 22,588 UK investors conducted in June and July 2012, the Investment Trends 2012 
Leveraged Trading Report is the largest and most comprehensive study of the financial spread betting, CFD and 
foreign exchange (FX) markets in the UK.  
 
The 2012 report looks at the retail FX market in much more detail than the previous Investment Trends trading 
reports in the UK. Growth in the retail FX trader numbers was the healthiest, with a 6% increase from 70,000 to 
74,000 traders, including those who traded FX via spread betting and/or CFDs. 

 

The number of account holders / registered users in each market will be higher, as it includes dormant accounts and 

multiple accounts held by the same people. 
 
 ‘Trader numbers were propped up by previously dormant clients recommencing their trading,’ said Pawel Rokicki, 
Investment Trends Senior Analyst. ‘We saw a decline in the number of new traders in the market. The most 
successful players in these market conditions were those able to retain existing clients and/or benefit from intra-
industry switching.’ said Rokicki. ‘Looking forward, however; we see an increase in the number of people intending 
to start trading over the next 12 months.’ he said. 
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IG group consolidates its lead 
 
IG Group’s market share by primary relationships (ie number of traders nominating the organisation as their primary 
broker) increased in both spread betting and CFD markets.  
 

Top 5 providers 
(by primary market share,  

excluding white label 
relationships) 

Financial spread 
betting 

  

Top 5 providers 
(by primary market share,  

excluding white label 
relationships) 

Contracts for 
difference 

Jul 
2011 

Jul 
2012   

Jul 
2011 

Jul 
2012 

IG Index 41% 44%   IG Markets 24% 32% 

CMC Markets 9% 7%   CMC Markets 11% 11% 

Capital Spreads 9% 7%   Saxo Capital Markets 7% 8% 

City Index 6% 6%   City Index 7% 6% 

ETX Capital 6% 6%   Barclays Stockbrokers 7% 4% 

 
There is no clear number two player in the spread betting market. Both CMC Markets and Capital Spreads shed 
some primary market share and are, at 7%, just ahead of City Index and ETX Capital (both at 6% primary share). With 
the Finspreads brand included, City Index has the second largest number of primary relationships (9%). 
 
The frequent spread better (those who place at least 30 trades per month) market is also dominated by IG. Here, 
however, CMC have emerged as a clearer runner-up, increasing their primary market share from 7% to 9%. City 
Index also increased its primary market share in this segment from 5% to 6% and is now equal third with Capital 
Spreads whose primary share fell from 9% to 6%.  
 
 
Satisfaction with brokers remains very high 
 
Forty-two percent of spread betters gave their main provider a very good rating. Another 44% rated their broker as 
good. Only 2% rate gave a poor or very poor rating. ‘There is no margin for error when it comes to client satisfaction. 
Switching between providers is on the rise from an already very high level. A quarter of current spread betters 
stopped using a provider in the 12 months prior to the study and continued trading elsewhere.  It is virtually 
impossible to grow or even retain market share without a good retention policy.’ said Rokicki. 
 

FXCM had the most satisfied clients overall in both markets, followed by Alpari and IG Index in the spread betting 

market and by CMC Markets and IG Markets among CFD traders. An in-depth analysis of individual components of 

brokers’ service offering revealed several top-scorers. In both markets FXCM came first on value for money, 

platform features, research tools and education. Spreadex had the highest-rated customer service among spread 

betters, GFT among CFD traders. IG’s and CMC’s mobile platforms were rated the highest by spread betters and CFD 

traders respectively. 
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Two thirds of traders rely on charts for trading decisions; two in five follow their instinct  
 
Sixty-five percent of spread betters use technical analysis to decide what trading positions to take. Just under half 
use business and economic news. The third most common source of trading decisions is trader’s instinct, relied on 
by two in five spread betters—double the number we see among German CFD traders. As the lion’s share of spread 
bets in the UK are placed over indices and foreign exchange, the use of fundamental analysis is limited (27%).   
 
Only 7% of spread betters follow other traders on social trading sites. ‘The recent years have seen the emergence of 
numerous social trading platforms where traders can walk in experienced “leaders’” footsteps. UK spread betters 
are, so far, cautious in their approach to this new phenomenon. Moreover, based on our US FX research, we know 
that many of the early adopters take a contrarian vantage point. We will continue to keep a close eye at the 
developments in this space in our future reports.’ said Rokicki. 
 
 
ABOUT THE REPORT 
 
This report provides a detailed analysis of the financial spread betting, CFD and retail FX markets in the UK, 
examining attitudes and behaviour, of current, next wave of potential traders. 
 
Based on a survey of 22,588 investors, this study is the largest and most extensive study conducted on the UK 
leveraged trading market, with respondents coming from Investment Trends’ opt-in panel, clients of virtually all 
major leveraged product providers, as well as physical share dealing brokers. 
 

About Investment Trends 

Investment Trends is the leading researcher in the CFD, retail FX and Online Broking Markets globally. We combine 

our analytical rigour and strategic thinking with the most advanced research and statistical techniques to help our 

clients gain competitive advantage.  

We have over 10 years experience in researching the Australian retail wealth management and global broking 

markets from which we provide new insights and decision making support to over 200 leading financial service 

businesses globally.  

Investment trends’ clients include a number of global banking organisations, all major CFD providers and on line 

brokers as well as industry regulators, investment platform providers, industry associations and financial planning 

software providers. 
 
 
 


